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My Research Journey

**Unit Testing**
Research Topic: Theories/Parameterized tests for Junit.

**Comment-Code Inconsistency**
Research Topic: Testing Comment-Code Inconsistencies

**Automated Program Repair**
Research Topic: Repairing software regressions

**Repair Android Apps**
Research Topic: Repairing crashes in Android apps
What is your research passion?

- Software Testing
- Program Analysis
- Android
- Data Mining
- Deep Learning
- Fuzzing
- Repair
My passion

Cool Hackers

Software Testers
Why software testing?

It all started with some bug reports...

First step into the open-source community...
Passion is the first step, what’s next?

How to select a topic?
Let’s have a personality test!
Let's have a personality test!

What suits you?

D • Do you like reading comments and discussion in forums?

R • Do you like reading research papers?

T • Do you like trying different techniques and tools?

P • Do you like writing code for big project?
What suits you?

- D for reading discussion
- R for reading papers
- P for coding projects
- T for trying tools

- Do you like reading comments and discussion in forums?
- Do you like reading research papers?
- Do you like trying different techniques and tools?
- Do you like writing code for big project?

D+R?
P+T?
R+P?
Finding Research Idea

• Identify the weakness of existing tools

• Read issues reported by developers in open-source project

• Read papers and answer the questions:
  • What is the potential future improvement for this work?

• Identify frequently encountered problems during software development
Listening to the voices of developers
How to find a concrete problem?

GitHub Issues

Google Summer of Code
Project Description
Project: Theories/Parameterized tests for JUnit
Starting from GitHub Issues
Project: Theories/Parameterized tests for JUnit

Communicating with developers

Creating Pull Request
• Read issues reported by developers in open-source project

• Read papers and answer the questions:
  • What is the potential future improvement for this work?

• Identify frequently encountered problems during software development

• Identify the weakness of existing tools
Reading paper is fun but it could be dangerous!

• You could be reading passively without thinking!
• You could end up being depressed thinking that all great researches have been conducted by someone else!
When reading papers, answer the following questions for each:

1) Is there any **technical contribution** (e.g., new algorithm) of the paper? If yes, what is the technical contribution?

2) What is the **main novelty** of the paper? Does it study a new domain or does it improve on existing solutions?

3) What are the **challenges/problems** that the paper tries to solve?

4) What are the **good things** ("Pros") about the paper? Gives 3 pros of the paper.

5) What are the **bad things/ things to improve** ("Cons") of the paper? Gives 3 cons of the paper.

6) Could you think about any **possible future works** that are not listed? Gives 3 future possible improvement for the paper.
/* iComment: Bugs or Bad Comments? */
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ABSTRACT
Commenting source code has long been a common practice in software development. Compared to source code, comments are more direct, descriptive and easy-to-understand. Comments and source code provide relatively redundant and independent information regarding a program’s semantic behavior. As software evolves, they can easily grow out-of-sync, indicating two problems: (1) bugs - the source code does not follow the assumptions and requirements specified by correct program comments; (2) bad comments - comments that are inconsistent with correct code, which can confuse and mislead programmers to introduce bugs in subsequent versions.

Keywords
comment analysis, natural language processing for software engineering, programming rules, and static analysis

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation
Despite costly efforts to improve software-development methodologies, software bugs in deployed code continue to thrive and contribute to a significant percentage of system failures and security
Project: @tComment

What the problem and solution?

Problem: Inconsistent Code and Comment
Solution: Static analysis to detect inconsistencies

Which has been confirmed and fixed by the Linux developers.

![Code example with diagram](image)

Figure 2: A new misleading bad comment detected by our tool in the latest version of Mozilla. It has been confirmed by the Mozilla developers, who replied us “I should have removed that comment about needing to hold the lock when calling ConvertToSID”.

Comments and source code provide relatively redundant and independent information about a program’s semantic behavior, creating databases and found that at least 62 bug reports in FreeBSD [4] are only about incorrect and confusing comments. For example, FreeBSD patch `kern/700` only modifies a comment in the file `/sys/net/if.h`. Similarly, the Mozilla patch for bug report 187257 in December 2002 only fixed a comment in file FixedTableLayout-Strategy.h.

The bug and bad comment examples above indicate that it is very important for programmers to maintain code-comment consistency; and it is also highly desirable to automatically detect bad comments so that they can be fixed before they mislead programmers and cause damages.

To the best of our knowledge, no tool has ever been proposed to automatically analyze comments written in natural language and detect inconsistencies between comments and source code. Almost all compilers and static analysis tools simply skip comments as if they do not exist, losing the opportunity to use comments to their maximum potential as well as to detect bad comments.
Project: @tComment
What is the possible future work?

My Passion

- Software Testing
  - I like finding bugs instead of writing programs!

Current Paper that I read

- Comment – Code Inconsistencies

What if we combine both?
Proposing a new idea

✉️ Darko, I have spent several sleepless nights thinking about the topics for my Master thesis. Below are the ideas that I have:
• What is the relationship between testing and comment?
• ...

✉️ There is no need to spend sleepless nights thinking about topics. >>What is the relationship between testing and comment? This question is interesting
• Read issues reported by developers in open-source project

• Read papers and answer the questions:
  • What is the potential future improvement for this work?

• Identify frequently encountered problems during software development

• Identify the weakness of existing tools

Finding Research Idea
What are the problems you faced as a developer during software development?
What are the problems that I faced as a developer during software development?

- How to find bugs?
  - What happen if code evolves but comments are not updated?
- How to fix broken tests?
  - What happen if code evolves but tests are not updated?
- How to fix bugs?
  - What happen if we find a bug?
Identify frequently encountered problems

Test 1  ✗  ✓  Bug Fix
Test 2  ✓  ✓
Test 3  ✓  ✗  Regression!

Regression:
"when you fix one bug, you introduce several newer bugs."
How do developer repair regression?

Program Changes

while (cond)
{}
+

Test Suite

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test 1</td>
<td>✔️</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test 2</td>
<td>✔️</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test 3</td>
<td>✔️</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regression Fixed!

Repair Goal: Ensure all tests in the test suite passing after the repair.
relifix: Automated Repair of Software Regressions

Shin Hwei Tan and Abhik Roychoudhury
National University of Singapore
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Abstract—Regression occurs when code changes introduce failures in previously passing test cases. As software evolves, regressions may be introduced. Fixing regression errors manually is time-consuming and error-prone. We propose an approach of automated repair of software regressions, called relifix, that considers the regression repair problem as a problem of reconciling problematic changes. Specifically, we derive a set of code transformations obtained from our manual inspection of 73 real software regressions; this set of code transformations uses syntactical information from changed statements. Regression repair is then accomplished via a search over the code transformation library, which contains 200修理 techniques.

Nguyen et al. employed symbolic execution and component-based program synthesis for discovering the code required for fixing the buggy program [44]. Kim et al. proposed an automated patch generation approach (i.e., PAR) that utilizes common fix patterns learned from manual inspection of human patches [35]. Recent study shows that statements or expressions required for fixing exist in previous commits of the programs [28], [41]. However, existing automated program repair techniques have not fully exploited information from the software change history for automated repair of regressions.
• Read issues reported by developers in open-source project
• Read papers and answer the questions:
  • What is the potential future improvement for this work?
• Identify frequently encountered problems during software development
• Identify the weakness of existing tools
Identify Weakness of Existing Tools

GenProg

```c
static void BadPPM(char* file) {
    fprintf(stderr, "%s: Not a PPM file.\n", file);
    exit(-2);
}
```

SPR

```c
+ if ((type != 0))
+     return;
zend_error((1<<3L),"Uninitialized string offset:",...);
```
Project: Anti-patterns
Collaborating with your advisor

Instead of looking at correct patches from human-written patches in approaches like PAR, identify rules for filtering “bad patches” generated by automatically generated patches.

There are pattern-based approaches like PAR while we are looking at the opposite. Let’s call it anti-patterns!
Anti-patterns in Search-Based Program Repair
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ABSTRACT

Search-based program repair automatically searches for a program fix within a given repair space. This may be accomplished by retrofitting a generic search algorithm for program repair as evidenced by the GenProg tool, or by building a customized search algorithm for program repair as in SPR. Unfortunately, automated program repair approaches

the promise of automatically suggesting fixes to “easy-to-fix” programming errors, thereby relieving substantial burden from programmers on the manual effort of debugging and generating fixes.

A major challenge in automated program repairs arises from the “incomplete specification” of intended behavior. Indeed, any repair technique tries to patch errors so as to
What is your secret of finding research idea?

- Read issues reported by developers in open-source project
- Read papers and answer the questions:
  - What is the potential future improvement for this work?
- Identify frequently encountered problems during software development
- Identify the weakness of existing tools
What is your research vision?
What will the future of software development?

The power of imagination
Let’s think for a minute

Imagine that you are a programmer living in the year 2029
How would programming in the future look like?
Programming in Toilet?

Programming in Bed?
PROGRAMMING IN TOILET?

Do Developers Discover New Tools On The Toilet?
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Abstract—Maintaining awareness of useful tools is a substantial challenge for developers. Physical newsletters are a simple technique to inform developers about tools. In this paper, we evaluate such a technique, called Testing on the Toilet, by performing a mixed-methods case study. We first quantitatively evaluate how effective this technique is by applying statistical causal inference over six years of data about tools used by thousands of developers. We then qualitatively contextualize these results by interviewing and surveying 382 developers, from authors to editors to readers. We found that the technique was generalized tooting.

Instead of promoting the usage of new tool, could we actually program in toilet?
During daytime business hours it provides an overview and control for many specialists to simultaneously schedule and observe the rehabilitation process for multiple clients. However, in the evening, after the last user logs out, it starts a self-analysis based on the day’s recorded interactions. It generates test data from the recorded interactions for Genetic Improvement to fix any recorded bugs that have raised exceptions.
My Research Vision: Self-healing Software

/* This method divides two numbers*/

double div(int x, int y){
    return double(x)/double(y)
}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>div(x,y)</th>
<th>Learning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test 1</td>
<td>div(1,2)</td>
<td>✔️</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test 2</td>
<td>div(1,1)</td>
<td>✔️</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test 3</td>
<td>div(2,1)</td>
<td>✔️</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
My Research Journey

Finding Research Idea

- Identify the weakness of existing tools
- Read papers and answer the questions: What is the potential future improvement for this work?
- Identify frequently encountered problems during software development
- Read issues reported by developers in open-source project

My Research Vision: Self-healing Software

- Test 1: div(1,2) ✓
- Test 2: div(1,1) ✓
- Test 3: div(2,1) ✓

HOW ABOUT YOUR RESEARCH JOURNEY?